This report looks at the following areas:

- Economic factors that impact the smart home market
- Key players and competitive strategies
- How Matter and generative AI will impact the smart home landscape
- Smart home device ownership, purchase intent and important features
- Reasons to buy smart home devices and barriers to purchase
- Consumer attitudes toward their homes and smart home tech

Although smart home hardware sales are estimated to have increased in 2022, consumers’ perception that their residence is a “smart” home has remained steady at about four in 10. While consumers are adding smart tech to their homes, their expectations for what these devices accomplish has evolved – a few devices working independently from one another is insufficient in driving wide-scale adoption as consumers are looking for integration along with control.

Only 16% of consumers who do not have or are not interested in smart home tech are unconvinced that smart home devices actually improve their lives, meaning the vast majority are aware of its benefits. This group’s top barrier to purchase is price, with 41% seeing smart home devices as too expensive, demonstrating how smart home tech needs to prove value. Brands need to understand that the perception of value is based on multiple attributes and purchase prices are only part of the equation.

Persistent high inflation and a shaky economy have consumers holding off on smart home tech purchases, but demand for tech hardware increases as more aspects of life turn digital. Further, developments in the sector will make some consumers reconsider their decision to wait – smart home tech will get a boost in sales from Matter interoperability and new lower-cost entrants into the market.

"2023 will be a transitional year for smart home tech. Matter is shifting the landscape, paving the way for new entrants and forcing top brands to retool their offerings and strategies for market share."

- Jenni Nelson, Analyst, Tech, Media and Entertainment
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• Top Takeaways
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• Consumers look for long-term dividends, especially for big-ticket items
• Smart for smart’s sake only goes so far, tangible benefits matter most
• Barriers to adoption can be overcome as most believe smart devices do improve lives
• Desire for comfort is common, how smart home tech helps is less obvious
• First-hand experiences with smart home tech can spur further interest
• Consumer lifestage, residence type, other factors shift priorities for the home
• Competitive strategies
• Amazon, Google and SmartThings aim for scale
• Despite profit losses, Amazon doubles down on Alexa
• Google pursues a better UE with fastest-yet router and redesigned app
• SmartThings distinguishes itself via ease-of-use and sustainability
• Apple stays focused on phones and Macs, yielding smart home ground
• Market predictions
  Figure 1: Smart home outlook, 2023-28
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• Matter shifts the landscape
• Ecosystem fences are a thing of the past
• AI innovation is happening, but will take time before it’s on the market in valuable ways
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MARKET VALUE INDICATORS

- Consumer tech spending continues to grow, smart home tech to benefit
  Figure 2: Total US consumer expenditures and fan chart forecast for technology hardware, at current prices, 2017-27

- Matter and generative AI usher in the next phase in smart home tech
  Figure 3: Matter: Making the smart home a more connected, comfortable, and helpful place, 2022

MARKET DRIVERS

- Inflation improves but remains high, leaving less room for non-essentials
  Figure 4: Consumer Price Index change from previous period, 2021-23

- Consumer confidence remains low, indicating consumers remain cautious
  Figure 5: Consumer Sentiment Index, 2021-23

- Housing market slumps at the start of 2023
  Figure 6: NAHB Housing starts and housing market index, 2022-23

KEY PLAYERS AND COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

- Brands stick to existing strategies and incorporate Matter
- Despite losses, Amazon stays the course for Alexa infiltration
- Google aims to improve the user experience with a new router and app
- SmartThings stands out with ease-of-use and sustainability
- Apple stays focused on phones and Macs, ceding ground to competition

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

- Matter will be a way into the market for smaller brands
- Leverage generative AI to drive innovation
- Opportunities for AI-home robots for home security, domestic chores
  Figure 7: Amazon Astro Instagram post: the household robot for home monitoring, 2021
- Cost-conscious consumers need not be left out of the market
  Figure 8: Instagram post: Roku indoor camera SE setup, 2022
- Expand marketing, identify use cases for less obvious consumer segments
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THE SMART HOME CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

- As smart tech becomes standard and rapidly evolves, the bar for what is “smart” gets raised
- There are untapped consumer segments yet to be targeted in a relevant way
- Security is key, but just one benefit consumers want
- Economic uncertainty has consumers holding off, but Matter and Roku will change some minds

SMART HOME INCIDENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS

- Consumers’ perception of smart home ownership holding relatively steady
- Look beyond current customers to identify new use cases
- Focus on control over automation

SMART HOME DEVICE OWNERSHIP AND PURCHASE INTEREST

- Find opportunities for consumers to trial bigger ticket items
- Communicate long-term value for bigger ticket items
- Appeal to consumers based on their type of residence
- Give moms a (mental) break

REASONS TO BUY AND BARRIERS TO SMART HOME DEVICES

- Show consumers how smart home tech impacts their lives in genuine ways
- Focus on a combination of benefits rather than one specific function
- Show renters the benefits of smart home tech, even when maintenance isn’t their responsibility
• Market to who is responsible for household tech purchases
  Figure 20: Top reasons to buy smart home devices, by parental status and gender, 2022
• Show how benefits outweigh the cost
  Figure 21: Reasons not to buy smart home devices, 2022
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• Encourage consumer participation in securing their own data
  Figure 22: Important smart home device features, 2022
• Work with tech influencers to build awareness and credibility simultaneously
  Figure 23: Important smart home device features – TURF analysis, 2022
• Synonymize brand with security
  Figure 24: Important smart home device features, select items, by gender, 2022

HOME CHARACTERISTICS AND ATTITUDES
• Demonstrate comfort rather than imply it
  Figure 25: Personal residence characteristics and attitudes, 2022
• Pride of place transcends residence type and status
  Figure 26: Personal residence attitudes – Houseproud, by residence type, 2022
• Dispel the perception that reliable internet home-wide is a requirement for smart home devices
  Figure 27: Reliable wireless internet everywhere in home, by key demographics, 2022
• Those with reliable internet more likely to be houseproud
  Figure 28: Personal residence characteristics and attitudes, by internet reliability, 2022
• Offer tiered customization programs online and with partners
  Figure 29: Personal residence attitudes – Future plans, by age, 2022

ATTITUDES TOWARD SMART HOME TECHNOLOGY
• Communicate long-term benefits
  Figure 30: Perception of benefits from smart home technology, by smart home device ownership/interest, 2022
• Brand trust remains vital
  Figure 31: Trust in smart home technology, by smart home device ownership/interest, 2022
• Leverage current customers for cost-saving testimonials
  Figure 32: Attitudes toward cost of smart home technology, by smart home device ownership/interest, 2022
• Avoid smartness just for smartness sake, offer real convenience
  Figure 33: Attitudes toward smart home convenience, by smart home device ownership/interest, 2022
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